Recently I proved the following result in the case r = 2 (Wang [4 J 1 ).
Let oi r) be the rth Cesar o mean of the series X)n=o^n. If oi r) -s = o(n~~r a ) 0 <a < 1, as n-> <*>, where r is a positive integer, and a^ > -Kn"" 1 , the series converges to sum s.
For the case r = l this result has been established by Boas [l]. His argument, however, does not seem to be applicable in any simple way to the general case.
The object of this note is to prove a theorem on Riesz summability of type e n<x , and then to deduce the result above from a Tauberian theorem of Hardy [2] .
Let us put C T (co)==a 0 e rwa +X)n<co {e* a -e n<x ) T a n . A series 2n=o#n is said to be summable (e n<x , r) to the sum 5 if
The result by Hardy which is to be called upon is the following: If the series2n=o^n, with terms a n â -JKW""" The proof of the theorem follows from (4), (2), (3), and (8). I conclude by observing that the theorem is the best possible of its kind (Wang [4] ).
